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 New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling
author Suzanne Brockmann has thrilled audiencesauthor Suzanne Brockmann has thrilled audiences
with her Tall, Dark and Dangerous series.with her Tall, Dark and Dangerous series.
Experience it here with a hero who must face theExperience it here with a hero who must face the
most daring adventure of all—falling in love. Love ismost daring adventure of all—falling in love. Love is
the toughest assignment of his life… It will be thethe toughest assignment of his life… It will be the
biggest challenge of Veronica St. John's career.biggest challenge of Veronica St. John's career.
She has two days to teach a rugged Navy SEAL toShe has two days to teach a rugged Navy SEAL to
impersonate a European prince who has beenimpersonate a European prince who has been
targeted by terrorists. It's a tough assignment, buttargeted by terrorists. It's a tough assignment, but
Veronica is sure she's up to the task—until sheVeronica is sure she's up to the task—until she
actually meets Joe. Despite his physicalactually meets Joe. Despite his physical
resemblance to the handsome prince, Lieutenantresemblance to the handsome prince, Lieutenant
Joe Catalanotto is nothing like the stuffy aristocrat.Joe Catalanotto is nothing like the stuffy aristocrat.
EverytEveryt
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The Secret of Holing PuttsThe Secret of Holing Putts

 Here are Smith's tips and techniques on putting, Here are Smith's tips and techniques on putting,
with canny observations on reading putts, puttingwith canny observations on reading putts, putting
practice, faults and their remedies, and more classicpractice, faults and their remedies, and more classic
advice.advice.

Dr. Feelgood: Carl Weber PresentsDr. Feelgood: Carl Weber Presents

 After a recently failed engagement, Phillip Gooden After a recently failed engagement, Phillip Gooden
is burying himself in work at this therapy practice tois burying himself in work at this therapy practice to
avoid dealing with his problems. Dr. Gooden isn’tavoid dealing with his problems. Dr. Gooden isn’t
the typical, dull therapist. He has some unusualthe typical, dull therapist. He has some unusual
ways of addressing his patients’ concerns. Fromways of addressing his patients’ concerns. From
anger management and infidanger management and infid

108 Questions Children Ask about Friends and108 Questions Children Ask about Friends and
School (Questions Children Ask)School (Questions Children Ask)

 The Questions Children Ask series has been a The Questions Children Ask series has been a
helpful teaching tool for hundreds of thousands ofhelpful teaching tool for hundreds of thousands of
families. This eighth and latest book gives valuablefamilies. This eighth and latest book gives valuable
answers to questions about friends, school, andanswers to questions about friends, school, and
situations related to popularity. The delightfulsituations related to popularity. The delightful
cartoons, clever questions, and scriptural answerscartoons, clever questions, and scriptural answers
prpr

Keepers of the Golden Shore: A History of theKeepers of the Golden Shore: A History of the
United Arab EmiratesUnited Arab Emirates

 For those who visit the United Arab Emirates For those who visit the United Arab Emirates
(UAE), staying in its the lavish hotels and browsing(UAE), staying in its the lavish hotels and browsing
in the ultra-modern shopping malls of Abu Dhabi orin the ultra-modern shopping malls of Abu Dhabi or
Dubai, the country can be a mystery, a glass andDubai, the country can be a mystery, a glass and
concrete creation that seems to have sprung fromconcrete creation that seems to have sprung from
the desert overnight. Keepers of the Golden Shorethe desert overnight. Keepers of the Golden Shore
lolo
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What others say about this ebook:What others say about this ebook:

Review 1:Review 1:
The Tall, Dark, and Dangerous series is a good read but more simple than the TroubleshootersThe Tall, Dark, and Dangerous series is a good read but more simple than the Troubleshooters
series for which Brockmann is more often known. Brockmann admits that the series feels datedseries for which Brockmann is more often known. Brockmann admits that the series feels dated
and the plots are more simple. I still enjoyed them. I keep in mind that they were, with theand the plots are more simple. I still enjoyed them. I keep in mind that they were, with the
exception of Nightwatch, written in the pre-9/11 world, which itself was more simple. The twoexception of Nightwatch, written in the pre-9/11 world, which itself was more simple. The two
series demonstrate a continuing evolution - both in the SEAL teams and how people view them.series demonstrate a continuing evolution - both in the SEAL teams and how people view them.
Very much like life. Brockmann's use of deep point of view brings the reader into the heart of theVery much like life. Brockmann's use of deep point of view brings the reader into the heart of the
story with no stopping. These earlier efforts are what brought her writing to the level that createdstory with no stopping. These earlier efforts are what brought her writing to the level that created
Tommy, his SEALS, and the other operators of the Troubleshooters universe. To be sure, ITommy, his SEALS, and the other operators of the Troubleshooters universe. To be sure, I
enjoyed some more than others. Prince Joe was the pioneering novel in the military suspenseenjoyed some more than others. Prince Joe was the pioneering novel in the military suspense
romance.romance.

 Review 2: Review 2:
Overall, I greatly enjoyed this story. I read it for the first time in college and decided to revisit it inOverall, I greatly enjoyed this story. I read it for the first time in college and decided to revisit it in
ebook format. I have to say, while a bit dated, it still holds up. The two leads are great, and I hadebook format. I have to say, while a bit dated, it still holds up. The two leads are great, and I had
already fallen for Joe within a couple of chapters. I felt the pacing was great and kept my interest.already fallen for Joe within a couple of chapters. I felt the pacing was great and kept my interest.
If you go into it looking for a fun escape you won't be disappointed.If you go into it looking for a fun escape you won't be disappointed.

That said, it's not perfect. My biggest issue was the ending. Ronnie suddenly forgets her majorThat said, it's not perfect. My biggest issue was the ending. Ronnie suddenly forgets her major
(and very legitimate) objection to being a SeAL's wife. Suddenly she's ok with worrying about(and very legitimate) objection to being a SeAL's wife. Suddenly she's ok with worrying about
him dying everyday. Even though nothing has changed and he's not leaving the Navy. Hmmmhim dying everyday. Even though nothing has changed and he's not leaving the Navy. Hmmm
that was wrapped up too quickly and tightly.that was wrapped up too quickly and tightly.

Also, while Joe was dreamy and essentially every woman's fantasy, his lack of confidence didAlso, while Joe was dreamy and essentially every woman's fantasy, his lack of confidence did
not ring true. It didn't make sense that this handsome, fit man, who speaks 9 languages and is anot ring true. It didn't make sense that this handsome, fit man, who speaks 9 languages and is a
certified expert in umpteen other things would have so little confidence in deserving Ronnie. Icertified expert in umpteen other things would have so little confidence in deserving Ronnie. I
understand, he had to have SOME sort of flaw but it just didn't ring true.understand, he had to have SOME sort of flaw but it just didn't ring true.

I don't want to discourage anyone from reading this because at the end of the day, I still think it'sI don't want to discourage anyone from reading this because at the end of the day, I still think it's
a fun fantasy read.a fun fantasy read.

 Review 3: Review 3:
This book was wonder the first time I read it when it first was release. I enjoyed Joe andThis book was wonder the first time I read it when it first was release. I enjoyed Joe and
Veronica's story it was wonderful and suspenseful.Veronica's story it was wonderful and suspenseful.

 Review 4: Review 4:
Ugh. Only one of her books I didn't like. He seemed way too sappy to be a SEAL.Ugh. Only one of her books I didn't like. He seemed way too sappy to be a SEAL.

 Review 5: Review 5:
Strong emotions mixed with intrigue. Admiration for Seals talents, dedication & courage. AsStrong emotions mixed with intrigue. Admiration for Seals talents, dedication & courage. As
usual Suzanne weaves it all together into a great story.usual Suzanne weaves it all together into a great story.
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